
Photo: BBCSanitizing’s JoAnna Nash  & Mykhala
Chatman-Nash during local neighborhood Cancer Walk
2022. “The weather could not have been more perfect.
We are looking forward to walking in support of Breast
Cancer Awareness again this year.”

BBCSanitizing Team: “We are thrilled for the
opportunity to partner with Cleaning for a Reason in
honor of our and others’ loved ones.”

Mykhala Chatman-Nash
 
  As you know, October is breast cancer awareness
month. Throughout the month there will be
fundraisers, walks, community-sponsored events,
and ceremonies. There are so many ways to get
involved in supporting & honoring cancer patients
and their families. 

     Have you ever heard of Cleaning for a Reason? It
is a non-profit organization. The organization
provides free house cleaning services to patients
undergoing cancer treatment. Cleaning for a
Reason partners with more than 1,200 residential
cleaning companies throughout the United States
and Canada. 

   They offer free house cleaning to any household
battling cancer. Since 2006, the nonprofit and its
partners have donated more than $17 million in
services, helping more than 50,000 cancer patients.
BBCSanitizing is excited about gifting cleaning
services through our partnership with Cleaning for
a Reason. 

    Personally, both my great-grandmother and
grandmother battled cancer. My great-grandmother lost
her battle long before I was born.  My grandmother was
surrounded by a large family and a vast support system

Mykhala, “It is pretty cool that as a business owner, I get to
decide what cause my company will contribute toward.
Partnering with Cleaning for a Reason was an easy
decision.”
 
   I realize not everyone has access to a whole support
system. But that does not lessen their need.
BBCSanitizing is more than happy to be that support
for someone else's family member. 

    Everyone deserves a clean workspace. And
fighting cancer is the hardest kind of work. Through
our partnership, we will support the homes of at
least two cancer patients for two consecutive
months free of charge. This is an ongoing service to
patients residing in the West Valley of Arizona and
surrounding areas. The holidays are coming. Do you
know a patient undergoing treatment who has
household cleaning needs?

         Let Cleaning for a Reason help them get their
home holiday ready. If you want to support a cancer
patient & their family, please formally apply through
Cleaning for a Reason's onboarding website, visit
cleaningforareason.org.
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